Estimates of temporal proximity (sometimes called time-to-collision) from random-dot flow patterns are shown to be based upon retinal speed, rather than upon changes in dot density. Neither the spatial nor the temporal gradient of motion is essential to the task, but estimates can be made from either alone . Performance is unaffected by the addition of rotational motion, suggesting that observers axe capable of extracting the radial component of motion, which contains all the relevant information, from complex stimuli .
Movement of an observer through the world produces a smooth transformation of the retinal image containing information about the direction of movement and about the three-dimensional layout of surfaces in the world (Clocksin, 1980; Cutting, 1986 ; J. J. Gibson, Olum, & Rosenblatt, 1955 ; Harris & Freeman, 1990 ; Koenderinlc, 1985 Koenderinlc, , 1986 Kcenderink & van Doom, 1975 , 1976 Lee, 1974; Longuet-Higgins & Prazdny, 1980; Na[cayama & Loomis, 1974; Rieger & Lawton, 1985 ; Waxman & Wohn, 1988) . Previous empirical work has established that human observers ran make use of these transformations in a wide variety of tasks, including, for example, the recovery of locomotory heading {Warren & Hannon, 1988; Warren, Morris, & Kalish, 1988}, three4mensional surface layout (Harris, Freeman, & Hughes, 1992 ; I.andy, Dosher, Sperling, & Perkins, 1991 ; Siegel & Andersen, 1988; Treue, Husain . & Andersen, 1991) , surface rigidity (de Bruyn & Orban, 1.99(3) , and relative depth (Braunstein, 1968 ; Braunstein & Andersen, 1981 ; Flock, 1964 ;  E. J. Gibson, J. 7. Gibsan, Smith, & Flock, 1459 ; Rogers & Graham, 1979 , 1985 .
In this paper, we concentrate upon the extraction of temporal proximity. (This variable is sometimes called timeto-cauact, or time-to-collision, implying that its main use is in the control of locomotion . However, because it can be computed on a point-by-point basis and relates equally well to directions fair from the lceamotory heading, we prefer the term temporal proximity because it conveys the wider potential use in providing atime-based map of threedimensional surface layout .) Previous studies (Lee, 1976 ; lee, Lis}unan, & Thamson, 1982 ; Lee & Reddish, 1981 ; I.ee & Thamson, 1982 ; Lee & Young, 1985 ; Lee, Young, Reddish, Lough, & Clayton, 1983 ; McLeod & Ross, 1983 ; 5chzff & Detwiier, 1979 ; Todd, 1981 ; Tresilian, 1990) have shown that human observers and some animals can extract temporal proximity from suitable visual displays, but it is not clear from these studies which aspects of the stimulus they used.
Translation by the observer, in a straight line at a uniform speed and with a fined angle of gaze, produces a uniform expansion of the image from a single focus of expansion (F'oE) coinciding with the observer's locomotory heading (see, e.g., J. J. Gibson, 1950; Harris, Freeman, & Williams, 1992) . The speed of radial image motion increases linearly with distance from the FoE, so the transformation includes a smooth spatial speed gradient along each line of flow. Moreover, as an object gets closer, its image expands progressively faster so that, in addition to this spatial gradient, the usage transformation includes a smooth temporal speed gradient . In an analysis of this and more complex situations, L.ee (1976) has shown how temporal proximity, r, can be recovered from the instantaneous radial velocity of any point in the image, r', and its distance from the focus of expansion, r: z = rlr' .
(1) 690 FREEMAN. HARRIS, AND TYLER sition in the image, or the temporal gradient (Equation 2) by measuring the radial speed and acceleration at any fixed position . In this paper, we first confirm that human observers can make consistent estimates of temporal proximity from a simple visual display, and then we examine the role of spatial and temporal speed gradients as well as other possible cues in the performance of this task .
EXPERIMENT 1
In Experiment I we introduce a simple paradigm for estimating sensitivity to temporal proximity . Observers viewed a dynamic random-dot pattern depicting a flat, frontoparallel surface that approached them on a direct collision path. After a few moments the pattern disappeared, and the observers indicated, by pressing a button at the appropriate time, when they thought the surface would have reached diem . This experiment was also an investigation of the role of stimulus velocity, display duration, and dot density in performing this task .
Method
Stimulus. The stimulus was generated by a DEC L51 II123+ computer and displayed via a standard laboratory interface (CED 542) upon an oscilloscope screen (Hewlea Packard 1304A, P31 phosphor) at a frame rate of 50 Hz . It consisted of an annular pattern of dots, with a constant outer diameter of 10°and aconstant innerdiameter of 2°. Each dot wasof constant size and was randomly positioned within theannulus. Even in conditions involving small numbers of dots, no positional constraints were imposed upon the randomization. A small fixation point was provided at the center of the annulus, The dots moved radially, as though placed upon a frontoparallel surface that was moving directly toward the observer. In Experiments l and 2, retinal dot speed ranged from 0.125 */see to 5'lsec, depending upon the condition, display time, and position of thedot. Dots reaching theouter perimeter of the annulus were extinguished and replaced at a random position on the inner perimeter with a probability equivalent to that of a real, randomly textured surface approaching from behind a fixed annular window . The observer viewed the display monocularly from a distance of 57 cm through a viewing tube that excluded ambient light so that only the stimulus dots and the fixation point were visible. The nonviewing eye was covered by a translucent lens that prevented pattern vision, but preserved reasonable light adaptation .
Prncedeu'e_ In each trial a random combination of temporal prozimity, dot density, stimulus duration, and virtual surface velocity was presented . To keep these factors orthogonal while presenting a sufficient range of each for the subsequent regression analysis, the randomization procedure was constrained as follows. Face factor was divided into a low and a high range, as detailed in Table 1 . Foreach factor on each vial, a random value was chosen from one of the ranges and, in blocks of 16 trials, all combinations of high and low ranges foreach of the four factors were selected in random order_ This procedure did not preserve complete orthagonality, but throughout Experiments 1 and 2 the correlation between factor was typically very close to zero and never exceeded I~15 1 . To discourage the observer from treating the estimate of temporal proximity as a simple dichotomy between how and high ranges, dummy trials were randomly inserted between the experimental trials, with a probability of a.1 . The stimulus parameters on these dummy trials were randomly chosen from the full range available (e .g ., 1-5 sec for temporal proximity) aid the responses, though collected, were not recorded .
Fach trial began with the presentation of a screen containing only the cents! fixation point. Following a "ready" tone from the com- puter, the observer fixated this point and pressed a button to start the trial . After a delay of 0 S sec, the stimulus was presented for the appropriate duration-The observer pressed the same button to indicate the tune at which he/she thought the stimulus would have reached hiuilher, had it continued on its previous path. Feedback was given in the form of two tones, the frequency ratio of which indicatedthe ratio of theactual to the estimated temporal proximity . Each session consisted of three blocks of 16 experimental trials . Two of the authors, both well-corvected myopes and experienced psychophysical observers, each undertook eight sessions, for a total of 384 experimental trials-
Results
The results of the 2 observers are very similar and, for both of them, there is a clear relationship between the actual and estimated temporal proximity of the stimulus . The results of a separate multiple regression on each observer's data are summarized in Table 2 . As would be expected, because this parameter was not directly available from the stimulus, the virtual velocity of the surface had no significant effect upon judgments. However, for both of the observers, dot density had a small but consistent effect : larger numbers of dots tended to be associated with shorter judgments of temporal proximity. In addition, the effect of stimulus duration hovered around significance, although the direction of this effect was different for the 2 observers. Most important for the purposes of this paper is that although the task was obviously difficult, the judgments of both of the observers were primarily determined by temporal proximity [far M.G .H ., R' _ .495, F(4,374) = 94 .89, p c .001 ; temporal proximity term accounts for 94 .7% of the sequential SS regression . For T.C .A.F., R2 = .479, F(4,379) = $9 .1$,p < .001 ; temporal prozimity term accounts for 88 .8% of the SS regression] .
As a check that the observers were not simply performing the task as a simple dichotomy into short and long temporal proximntaes, the data for these two ranges were Despite the clear relationship, bath of the observers tended to overestimate short tempura! groximities and underestimate long temporal proximitaes. For Observer M.G .H ., the mean estimated temporal proximity in the short range was 2 .013 sec against an actual mean of 1 .517 sec, with a mean difference between estimated and actual praximities of 0.496 sec and a standard deviation of 0.686 sec. The equivalent figures for Observer T.C .A .P. were a mean estimate of 1 .817 sec against an actual mean of 1 .517 sec, with a mean difference of 0.299 sec and a standard deviation of 0.'i8I sec. At file longer range of temporal proximities, the mean estimate far Observer M.G .H . was 3388 sec against an actual mean of 4.535 sec, with a mean difference between estimates and actual values of 1.147 sec and a standard deviation of 0.816 sec . The equivalent figures for T.C .A .F. were a mean estimate of 3.292 sec against an actual mean of 4.500 sec, with a mean difference of 1 .208 sec and a standard deviation of 0.977 sec. Of course some of the variability in these data can be accounted forby the variation in other relevant factors, such as dot density and display duration .
Discussion
The results confirm chat both of the observers were capable of extracting information about temporal prox- unity from our simple visual displays, but they suggest a tendency to overestimate at short intervals and underestimate at long intervals. These findings are broadly compatible with the generally reported tendency to underestimate temporal proximity, in that the slope of the function relating estimated to actual proximity was, for both observers, considerably less than 1 : it is the addition of a significant intercept that produces the overestimation at short intervals. It is sometimes suggested (McLeod & Ross, 1983 ) that underestimation constitutes a safe and ecologically sensible strategy . However, the tendency found here to overestimate at short intervals is dearly not ecologically sensible, and, altteough underestimation might appear safe, the most generally sensible strategy would surely be #o make veridical estimates. The inaccuracies in our own results are, in fact, almost certainly artifactual, at least in part . There is some suggestion that both of the observers treated the task partly as asimple dichotomy, because the regression for the overall data is much better than the regressions on the individual subranges. At short tempura! proximities the coefficient associated with true temporal proximity is closer to 1, but at long temporal proacimities there is no reliable relationship at all. The inaccuracies might also be due to difficulties in estimating temporal periods rather than to difficulties in extracting the necessary information from the display, and this would provide an alternative account of the superiority of the overall regression over those for the individual subranges. In any event, although the simple task of indicating temporal proximity by a timed buttonpress may spat provide an accurate absolute estimate, it should not overestimate human ability, and, provided the reasons fox inaccuracies remain consistent, it should provide an adequate basis fns comparison of performance under different conditions .
EXPEItAViENT 2
The results from Experiment 1 confirmed that human observers can extract information abort temporal proximity from simple visual displays . In Experiment 2 we 692 FREEMAN, HARRIS, AND TYLER investigated which aspects of the stimulus are important in this task by selectively manipulating the spatial and temporal speed gradients that normally characterize an approaching stimulus .
Method
Stimuli . In Experiment 2 we used the "normal" stimulus dcscribed above and introduced three further conditions . In the nn spatial gradient condition, the instantaneous speed of all the dots was the same, irrespective of their distance from the FoE. On each frame, all the dots were assigned the average speed from the corresponding frame of the normal condition . This produced a display compatible with a virtual surface's deforming so that its central region approached the observer faster than its edges, and, indeed, this is how it appeared . In thenn temporal gradient condition, spatial gradients were preserved but dot speeds remained constant over time . On all frames, the spatial speed gradient was multiplied by a constant tempura! factor, calculated as the average over frames m the normal condition . This produced a display compatible with a rigid surface's decelerating as it approached the observer, and, again, this is how it was perceived . Finally, m the no spatial or temporal gradient condition, both spatial and temporal gradients were replaced by the average constant speeds described above, producing a display compatible with (and appearing as) a deforming and decelerating surface . Procedure. The procedure was similar to that described in Experiment i . Each session was an investigation of one of the four stimulus conditions described above. The same 2 observers each undertook two sessions (a total of 96 trials) for each of the four conditions, in a different random order.
Results
Stimuli in which the speed gradients have been manipulated do not have an unambiguous temporal proximity, and so present the observer with a complex taste. For example, in the absence of a spatial gradient, temporal proximity varies systematically with distance from the FoE, but in the absence of a temporal gradient, it changes nonlinearly over time . In the regression analysis described below, predicted temporal proximity was calculated by averaging over space and/or time, as appropriate . If the observers did not adopt a similar strategy, the regression will tend to underestimate performance . Specifically, if the observers used a different criterion, the magnitude of the regression coefficients will not be accurate, but, provided the criterion was linearly related to dial used in the analysis, measures of variability, such as R1, will be unaffected . Thus, assuming that the observers adopted similar strategies under different stimulus conditions, broad comparisons of performance between conditions are possible. Moreover, every without such comparisons, evidence that some ability remains when only part of the normal information is available is, of course, informative .
The basic multiple regression results are summarized separately for each observer in Tables 5 and 6 . A further summary of these analyses is provided in Table 7 . The effects of virtual velocity, display duration, and dot density were, for all four stimulus conditions, broadly similar to those fond in Experiment 1, aid it is clear from Table 7 that judgments were primarily influenced by the information about temporal proximity that was carried by the stimulus . Most important, even though performance did deteriorate when speed gradients were systematically removed from the stimulus, consistent judgments could still be made . It does not appear that either spatial or tern- Note-All Fratios significant at p < .001-The st column shows the percentage of the SS regression accounted forby the temporal proximity term.
pnral gradients are more important for the task and, most surprisingly, some information abouttemporal proximity can still be extracted when lath of these sources of information are removed. A summary of the means and standard deviations for the 2 observers in the short and long ranges of temporal proximity is given in Table 8 .
Discussion
The finding that our observers were able to make some use of temporal gradients in estimating temporal proximity stands in contrast to that of Todd (1981) . Todd found that his observers made negligible use of dot accelerations (i .e ., temporal gradients) in estimating landing position from displays depicting ballistic trajectories, and adopted more complex, learned strategies requiring estimates of simpler display parameters instead_ It reuses to be seen whether temporal gradients can only be estimated under some stimulus conditions or whether they are only used in certain tasks.
What information about temporal proximity did the subjects use in the no spatial or temporal gradient condition? The two mast obvious candidates are changes in overall dot density and the average speed of the dots in the display . When an observer approaches a textured surface, the expansion of its image is accompanied by a progressive decrease in the texture density of the image. This change in texture density contains information about ternporal proximity (Appendix $), and this cue was present in our stimuli because only the appropriate proportion of dots reaching tie outer edge of the display window was replaced at its inner edge.
Generally, an observer cannot supply make use of the average speed of flow, bat must also take into account the spatial distribution of speeds (e .g ., Equation 1) . However, our supple splays always depicted the same segment of the flow pattern, so that this spatial distribution was largely redundant. The observers could, in effect, make comparative judgments of temporal proximity sim-pIy by comparing the average speeds of the displays . In Experiment 3 we investigated the role of these two possible cues by further refining the stimuli.
EXPERIIVCENT 3
In experiment 3 we investigated the role of speed gradients by systematically removing them from the display, as in experiment 2 . In addition, we manipulated the additional cues to temporal proximity provided by changes in dot density and average speed. To simplify the experiment, we did not systematically manipulate virtual velocity, display duration, or absolute dot density.
Method
Stimuli. The stimuli were thoss used in Experiment 2, with two additional refinements . First, in order to remove the potential cue of changes in dot density, the display contained a constant number of dots . Each dot had a finite lifetime of 100 msec, and the dots were randomly repositioned when their lifetime expired or i£ they reached the outer edge of the display window. it is conceivable that the observers could monitor the equivalent of instantaneous dot density changes by taunting the number of dots extinguished at the edge of the display, but this seems unlikely given the generally "twinkling" nature of the stimulus . Second, in order to make the use of average speeds more difficult, each dot was assigned a rota- Note-TQ = temporal proximity: Est = estimated; Bah = both spatial and temporal gradients present; NS = no spatial gradient present; NT = no temporal gradient present: NST = no spatial or temporal gradient present. All data are m millisoconds FREEMAN, HARRIS, ANA TYLER tional (i .e , tangential) as well as as expanding (i .e ., radial) component o¬motion . This rotational component was computed so that the overall dot speed remained constant over both space and time Thus, for example, in stimuli containing spatial radial speed gradients, the tangential component was greater near the center of the display than at the edges. Similarly, for stimuli containing temporal radial speed gradients, the tangential component was greater at the beginning of the display than at the end. In this situation, the observer my stilt snake comparative judgments of temporal proximity using average speed, bat must base the comparison only on the radial component, rather boon on the overall spend, of each dot motion. Because the amplitudes of both radial and tangential components change over space and time, the decomposition into radial and tangential components cannot be avoided simply by attending to the change in overall dot speed (as would be possible if we amplitude of the tangential component were constant). Procedure. The observers' task and the main experimental prm cedureswere thoseused in Experiments I and 2. However, in this simplified experiment, all the displays depicted the same virtual velocity (256 .5 cm/sec), contained the same number of don (18d), and hadthe same duration (1,76(? msec) . In sessions involving only radial motion, retinal dot speed varied from O.f3&°fsec to l0°1sec, depending upon condition, display time, and dot position . In sessions with added rotating motion. retinal dot speed was constant throughout at 14 .5°l5ec . Each session consisted of 48 Trials and was an investigation of one of four speed gradient conditions (normal, no spatial, no temporal, or neither) and two rotation (no rotation or added rotation) conditions. On each dial, temporal proximity was randomly selected from the full range 0.5-4 sec-Observer M.G .H . undertook 16 sessions, 2 at each of the eight stimulus conditions (4 gradients x 2 rotations), and Observer T_C.A.F . undercook S sessions, t at each of the stimulus conditions, in different random orders .
Results
Typical results are shown as scatterplots in figure Z . These raw data were analyzed by simple linear regression, and the results are summarized separately for the 2 observers in Figures 2 and 3 . The left-hand panels of these figures show the results for simple expanding stimuli, and the right-hand panels show those for stimuli witty added rotation . The upper panels show the regression slopes, indicating the accuracy of thejudgments, and the dower panels show the RZ values, indicating the variability of judgments. In all cases, the regression was significant at the 1 % level at least.
Discussion
The overall pattern of results is clear. First, the observers made reasonable judgments of temporal proximity, even when changes in overall dot density were removed from the display. In fact, for Observer M.G .H ., Figure 4 shows a replication of the Experiment 3 proce-dure combined with the dot replacement strategy of Experiments 1 and 2. A comparison of Figures 2 and 4 suggests that dot density changes did not consistency help this observer .
Second . the observers made reasonable judgments of temporal proximity in the absence of overall density changes, even when speed gradients were also removed from the stimulus and even when overall dot speeds remained constant both within and between trials . If the observers made use of average speed cues under these conditions, then they must first have decomposed the overall flow pattern into its separate expanding and rotating components .
EXPERIMENT 4
In Experiment 4 we generalized some of our findings to a wider range of observers by using a simplified display andprocedure. Observers estimated temporal proximity in the presence of rotational masks at a range of amplitudes .
Method
Stimuli_ The stimuli were generated as in the previous experiments, except that the frame rate was 67 Hz and the display consisted of 90 dots randomly distributed within a circular window that subtended a diameter of 1L'°. A bright fixation point was provided at the center of this pattern. As before, the dots were of constant size and moved radially as though upon a frontopatal3el surface that directly approached the observer. Dots moving outside the display window were permanentlydeleted-Radial retinal speeds varied from 0°/sec to 5°/sec, depending upon condition. display time, and dot position . In addition to the radial motion, each dot could also be assigned a tangential motion with, in different conditions, an amplitude of 0°, 1 .38°, 2.75°, A 73°, or 5.51°Isec . The observers viewed the display monocularly from a distance of 57 cm, using the arrangement described above. Procedure. Only twotemporal proximity values were used, but other stimulus factors were varied, as shown in Table 9 . A brief glance at this table shows, for example, that nay influence of stimulus distance should show up as a difference in performance in Conditions 2 aid 3.
At the beginning of each trial the stationary stimulus appeared for 340 cosec, accompanied by a low-pitched tone . At the end of this interval, the tone ceased and the stimulus moved for the appropriate duration and rheas disappeared. The observer indicated the time that the surface would have reached him/her by pressing a button . No feedback was given. The observer then indicated whether the display had appeared "near" or "far" by a second buttanQress. Again, no feedback was given.
Each session involved 120 randomly ordered experimental trials, consisting o£ three replications of 5 rotation amplitudes x 2 rotation directions x the 4 stimulus conditions described in Table 4 . A 1G-trial practice period was included at the start ofeach session, comprising i tnal of each of the 4 stimulus conditions combined with clockwise or anticlockwise rotation at 0°or 5 .51°Isec .
Six paid observers with normal or conectad-to-normal vision each undertook a ample session . All were naive to the aims of the study and either worked in or were students at the School of Psychology, The University of Birmingham. Figure 5 shows the temporal proximity estimates for the four stimulus conditions, averaged across observers and rotation directions, and plotted as a function of rota-tional amplitude. It appears that the observers were capable of making reliable estimates of temporal proximity even in the presence of rotating masks, and that their performance was largely unaffected by such factors as stimulus duration. This interpretation was supported by a three-factor repeated measures ANOVA (mask amplitude x surface distance x temporal proximity), which revealed a significant main effect of temporal proximity [x'(1,5) = 22 .84, p c .005], but no other significant main effect or interaction. It was further supported by pooling the data across rotational amplitudes and Performing a separate t test far each of the four stimulus conditions. None of these tests revealed a significant difference between estimated and actual temporal proximity [Condition 1, M = I .87 sec, t(5) = -0 .56, p > .5 ; Condition 2, M = 1 .31 sec, t(5) = 2.45, p > .05 ; Condition 3, M = 1 .75 sec, t(5) _ -1 .65, p 7 .1 ; Condition 4, M = 1 .14 sec, t(5) = 1 .46, p > .2 . All tests were two-tailed]. Figure 5 also showsthe percentage of "near" responses, averaged across observers and rotational amplitudes in the four stimulus conditions . Performance did not differ significantly from chance [x'(3) = 6.6,p > .OS], providing further reassurance that the observers did not attempt to interpret some aspect of the display as an indicator of distance and then infer temporal proximity indirectly .
Results

Discussion
As in Experiment 3, the observers were able reliably to estimate temporal proximity, and this ability was largely NO unaffected by the addition of rotational masking motion . It remains possible that, in this experiment, the observers based their estimates upon changes in dot density rather than upon the radial speeds in the display . However, to account for the data, any strategy based upon dot density would have to be fairly sophisticated. The overall reduction an dot density from the stmt to the end of the display was 75I in Conditions 1 and 2, and 56% in Conditions 3 and 4, yet estimates of temporal proximity were similar across these pairs of conditions, and near/far responses suggest that the observers were not able to use this potential cue, at least in estimating distance . Dividing the overall change in density by display duration would produce different values for ail faux conditions, which again is at odds with the similarity in performance . If the observers used dot density, they presumably based their estimates upon instantaneous changes, along the lines described in Appendix B. Even this strategy, of course, could not account for performance in Experiment 3, in which the dot density of the display was kept constant.
GENERAL DISCUSSION
Observers' estimates of temporal proximity do seem to be based upon the radial motion of looming displays . Although neither spatial nor temporal gradients are essential to the task, both seem to help because performance declines when either of these cues is removed. In the absence of both gradients, performance seems to be based upon average radial speed, rather than changes in dot density, because removal of density cues produces no further deterioration in performance . In making their estimates, observers seem capable of extracting the radial component of motion from complex displays, because performance is not affected by the addition of rotational motion.
We have previously shown ) that complex displays can be decomposed into expanding and rotating directional components at threshold, and this ability fits well moth with previous psychophysical work (Beverley & Regan, 1979a , 1979b Cavanagh & Favreau, 198(}; Marmoiin, 1977 ; Regan & Beverley, 1978x, 19786, 1979 , 1985 and with neurophysiological studies of single cells in the monkey cortex that are selectively sensitive to rotating or expanding motion {Regan & Cynader, 1979 ; Saito et al ., 1986 ; 3 . I. Simpson, Graf, & Leopard, 1481 ; 7'anaka, Fukada, & Saito, 1989; Tanalca & Saito, 19$9} . Although these mechanisms are not themselves sensitive to speed, they may function to recover the true position of "landmarks" such as the FOE, which are given by the overall directional structure of the flow . The work reported here suggests one role for this decomposition in a meaningful, suQrathreshold task : In order to estimate temporal proximity from retinal flow, the observer must measure only the radial component of the overall motion at each retinal point, and one way to do this is by first recovering the true position of the FoE. In the displays used here, of course, the decomposition is fairly simple because the FoE is always present and its position is unaffected by the rotations we chose. Neither of these simplifications is always possible in natural flow patterns, and it would be interesting to know whether temporal proximity can be estimated from more complex displays . It is also interesting that W. A . Simpson (1988) found that the ability to discriminate temporal proximity was adversely affected by the addition of rotating motion . The discrepancy between these results and our own may be due to differences in the task (estimation vs . discrimination), to differences in the amplitude of the rotating masks, or to differences in thetype of stimulus used . W. A. Simpson used rectilinear crosses rather than random-dot patterns, and, depending upon the width of the lines making up the cross, rotation of these stimuli may also introduce a substantial expanding motion .
Although observers seem to use radial speed rather than other potential cues to temporal proximity, such as changes in dot density, they do seem to be fairly flexible in their strategy, being able to use either spatial or temporal speed Table 9 . Bottom panel: percentage of "near" responses for the same four conditions . gradients. Of course some deterioration in performance is to be expected when either of these gradients is removed from the stimulus, because this presents the observer with a complex, ambiguous, and somewhat unnatural task . The more interesting point is that some performance does persist under these conditions, demonstrating the ability to make use of the remainin g cues . In the words of Dr . Johnson (Boswell, 1763 (Boswell, /1934 , "It is not done well ; but you are surprised to find it done at all" (p . 463) .
It is perhaps most surprising that, in the absence of any speed gradients, observers resort to using average radial speed. This strategy would be of little general use in the natural world, unless confined only to temporal averaging. Spatial averaging works for the restricted set of conditions used in these experiments only because the displays consistently represented the same segment of the flow pattern, so that radial distances could largely be ignored. In the natural world, radial speed must generally be scaled by radial distance if it is to provide a reliable estimate of temporal proximity. Further experiments, in which observers are presented with different segments of the flow pattern, would reveal whether this potentially dangerous strategy is general, or whether it simply reflects the flexibility of the visual system in dealing with specific experimental tasks.
